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The author of the critically acclaimed Memory of Water returns with this literary ecological tale in the vein
of Ursula K. Le Guin and Sheri S. Tepper, in which an innocent young woman becomes entangled in a web
of ancient secrets and deadly lies that lie at the dark center of her prosperous island world.

Eliana is a model citizen of the island, a weaver in the prestigious House of Webs. She also harbors a
dangerous secret—she can dream, an ability forbidden by the island’s elusive council of elders. No one talks
about the dreamers, the undesirables ostracized from society.

But the web of protection Eliana has woven around herself begins to unravel when a young girl is found
lying unconscious in a pool of blood on the stones outside the house. Robbed of speech by her attackers, the
only clue to her identity is one word tattooed in invisible ink across her palm: Eliana. Why does this
mysterious girl bear her name? What links her to the weaver—and could she hold Eliana’s fate in her hand?

As Eliana finds herself growing closer to this injured girl she is bound to in ways she doesn’t understand, the
enchanting lies of the island begin to crumble, revealing a deep and ancient corruption. Joining a band of
brave rebels determined to expose the island’s dark secrets, Eliana becomes a target of ruthless forces
determined to destroy her. To save herself and those she loves, she must call on the power within her she
thought was her greatest weakness: her dreams.
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From reader reviews:

Juan Harrell:

Inside other case, little individuals like to read book The Weaver. You can choose the best book if you love
reading a book. Provided that we know about how is important some sort of book The Weaver. You can add
knowledge and of course you can around the world by a book. Absolutely right, simply because from book
you can recognize everything! From your country till foreign or abroad you will end up known. About
simple thing until wonderful thing you are able to know that. In this era, we are able to open a book as well
as searching by internet system. It is called e-book. You may use it when you feel weary to go to the library.
Let's read.

Myra Coronado:

In this time globalization it is important to someone to find information. The information will make you to
definitely understand the condition of the world. The fitness of the world makes the information easier to
share. You can find a lot of referrals to get information example: internet, newspaper, book, and soon. You
can observe that now, a lot of publisher this print many kinds of book. The actual book that recommended
for you is The Weaver this book consist a lot of the information with the condition of this world now. That
book was represented so why is the world has grown up. The terminology styles that writer require to explain
it is easy to understand. Often the writer made some study when he makes this book. That is why this book
suitable all of you.

Darlene Beaudoin:

Beside this specific The Weaver in your phone, it might give you a way to get more close to the new
knowledge or information. The information and the knowledge you are going to got here is fresh from the
oven so don't always be worry if you feel like an previous people live in narrow village. It is good thing to
have The Weaver because this book offers to your account readable information. Do you sometimes have
book but you don't get what it's all about. Oh come on, that would not happen if you have this in your hand.
The Enjoyable option here cannot be questionable, just like treasuring beautiful island. Techniques you still
want to miss the idea? Find this book and read it from today!

Cheryl Saldana:

Reading a reserve make you to get more knowledge as a result. You can take knowledge and information
from a book. Book is composed or printed or highlighted from each source in which filled update of news.
On this modern era like now, many ways to get information are available for you. From media social like
newspaper, magazines, science e-book, encyclopedia, reference book, new and comic. You can add your
understanding by that book. Do you want to spend your spare time to spread out your book? Or just
searching for the The Weaver when you needed it?
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